FOUNDATION FUNDING WORKSHOP FOR JUNIOR FACULTY RESEARCHERS

Wednesday, October 9, 4 – 5 p.m.
A. Alfred Taubman Biomedical Science Research Building
Kahn Auditorium
RSVP to Debbie Stinolis at stinolis@umich.edu or 734-763-5344

Meet the Corporate and Foundation Relations Team for UMHS
Greg Witbeck, Colleen Sherman and Mike Wallace
Presenting from the Office of University Development
Maureen Martin and Joseph Sutkowi

W E ‘ L L  D I S C U S S
➔ The role foundations play in research innovations
➔ How and why foundations support early-career researchers
➔ Finding the right foundations for you
➔ Top prospects in medicine

FOUNDATION FUNDING CAN
➔ Add diversity to your funding portfolio, which can help researchers weather downturns in federal funding
➔ Build prestige through nationally recognized awards
➔ Help secure future R01s through seed funding
➔ Expand professional network and connections by engaging with program officers who are fellow field experts

For more information call the Corporate and Foundation Relations Team within the UMHS Development Office at 734-615-0040